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we nuh tek your apology
every day we see you look another enemy
Martin with your advance technology
it seems so senseless to me

I can see clearly
Jondo leaders of the world them fade away
nuh show no mercy
Clearly so jah jah judgement na deh pon delay

don't give it up to pick yourself up from the dirt
Feat don't you giving it up to speak a positive word now
Gentleman don't give it up to make yourself strong
if you're humble my friend well nothing can be wrong
Songtexte
so don't give it up to defend mama earth
Songtext water your root and spread jah jah word and
don't you giving it up to send a prayer to your friends
Lyrics multiplied blessings will be sent till the end

we nuh go get caught ina dem net now
Lyric nuh go get caught ina dem trap wha dem a set
now
Liedertexte full a certitude even thought dem want we
upset now
even though mother earth a run red now
Liedertext man hafi humble and share your daily bread
now
man hafi find joy cause it hafi go spread now
Alle we nuh go fight dem war cause dem conviction
dead now
Martin dirty babylonian we see how dem a start sweat
now

I can see clearly
Jondo leaders of the world them fade away
nuh show no mercy
Clearly so jah jah judgement na deh pon delay

Lord i am lion and fighting
Feat so many rocks down on my road
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but i can hear my brothers calling
Gentleman we will always always share your load so

anytime dem push we push harder so
Songtexte nuh follow dem advice nuh tek dem order
now
righteousness ina dem face we broader now
Songtext we nuh fraid a nothing man hafi go cross
border now
Lyrics
I can see clearly
leaders of the world them fade away
Lyric nuh show no mercy
so jah jah judgement na deh pon delay
Liedertexte
we nuh tek your apology
every day we see you look another enemy
Liedertext with your advance technology
it seems so senseless to me
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